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The Complex Oregon Flag 
Michael Orelove’s presentation at 
the last PFA meeting highlighted 
the complexity of our state’s flag.  

Of course, most of that complexity 
is due to its use of the escutcheon 
from the state seal, exacerbated by 
it’s only-state-flag different reverse. 

Michael’s quiz cards for Oregon 
state flag elements included: 

 Heart-shaped shield 

 State seal 

 Eagle 

 33 stars representing Oregon 
as the 33rd state 

 Sun setting over the Pacific 
Ocean 

 Mountains 

 Elk 

 Forests 

 Covered wagon 

 Plow 

 Wheat 

 Ribbon with “The Union” 

 Words “State of Oregon” 

If you wish to compliment the editor, or to contribute in the future, contact Ted Kaye    
at 503-223-4660 or editor@portlandflag.org.  If you wish to complain, call your mother. 

 “1859” (the year Oregon joined 
the union) 

 Reverse side:  Beaver facing 
right on a log 

 British nan-of-war leaving 

 U.S. trade ship arriving 

 Colors:  gold on navy blue 
background (state colors) 

 Only state flag with different 
design on obverse and reverse 

 First flag was made by Meier & 
Frank department store 

These pages have chronicled previ-
ous attempts to change the flag, 
and sound proposals.  Some day! 

 

 

 Flags have always appealed to every 
section of society, from the proud to 

the humble, the romantic to the  
prosaic, the rich to the poor. 

 
— Alfred Znamierowski 

1935–2019 

We meet the second Thursday of  
odd-numbered months.  Please   
mark your 2020 calendars for PFA 
meetings at 7:00 PM at the following 
dates/locations: 

        1/9/20      Michael Hale 
        3/12/20    Patrick Genna  
        5/14/20    John Schilke 
        7/9/20      Ted Kaye 
        9/10/20    Joyce & Wm. Gifford 
        11/12/20  Jessie Spillers 

Thank you to our generous hosts    
for their hospitality to the PFA! 
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In our November meeting, hosted 
by David Ferriday at his new 
home/studio, 9 PFA members  
enjoyed three hours of flags and 
conversation.  In his role as host, 
David moderated the discussion. 

He began the meeting sharing his 
“Big Apple Sour” flag, a creation 
honoring his cocktail combining    
a Manhattan and a Whiskey Sour 
(see p. 9), then showed flags      
inspired by a previous discussion 
of horizontally-symmetrical letters. 

Max Liberman explored the issues 
inherent in revisiting NAVA’s 
2004 American City Flags Survey, 
including the challenges of defin-
ing the universe of flags that might 
be rated. 

November 2019 Flutterings You Need to Know 

David Koski presented a history of 
the connections between Finland 
and Sweden (the origins of both 
sets of grandparents)—including 
the Finlandssvensk, and their    
reflection in flags, especially his 
personal design. 

Scott Mainwaring led a discussion 
of the Thin Blue Line flag—in the 
U.S. and beyond (Czechia), and 
shared a vehement response to a 
recent Utah state flag proposal. 

Scott then shared the responses to   
Pocatello, Idaho’s initiative to   
rebrand the city, using elements   
of the new flag, and the response    
of citizens and the amateur and 
professional design community. 

David Koski highlights his  
Finnish/ Swedish heritage. 

Max Liberman wonders about a new 
American City Flag Survey. 

Scott Mainwaring explores  
Thin Blue Line flags. 

Scott Mainwaring describes the recent 
kerfuffle over the Iron Front flag flown 

by members of the Timbers Army. 

Host David Ferriday explains the origins of his “Big Apple Sour” flag—honoring 
an original cocktail and made from a fabric scrap given him by Patrick Genna. 

Palindromic flags with horizontally-
symmetrical letters delight  

David Ferriday. 
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Ted Kaye passed recent flag     
clippings around, shared the      
catalog from the upcoming     
Freeman’s auction of Dr. Peter J. 
Keim’s collection, and showed a 
logo flag from Victoria, B.C.,    
acquired on a recent trip there. 

Jessie Spillers described fictional 
flags used in the TV version of The 
Handmaid’s Tale :   with two states 
left in the U.S. (outside of Gilead), 
just two stars show on its flag. 

Michael Orelove posed a quiz,  
asking members to name elements 
on Oregon state flag—with the 
answers on 20 index cards which 
he discarded as they were named—
we got them all (see p. 1). 

We noted that the large number of 
index cards provides clear evidence 
that the design of the Oregon flag 
is far too complex.  Several mem-
bers have proposed alternatives 
over the years. 

Fred Paltridge shared his idea for 
an Oregon flag:  a map silhouette 
in blue on a gold field, and sought 
advice on his effort to design a flag 
for the Multnomah tribe. 

John Niggley described a recent 
work Halloween celebration featur-
ing T-shirts in his honor (see p. 8). 

Our next meeting will be hosted  
by Mike Hale on 9 January at his 
new home in Beaverton.  The PFA 
flag will go to him, as the next 
host. 

Michael Orelove gleefully tries to 
stump chapter members with a quiz 

on the elements of the  
Oregon state flag. 

Jessie Spillers displays a variant U.S. 
flag used in The Handmaid’s Tale. 

Fred Paltridge reviews the recent   
clippings file. 

John Niggley shows his flag-bedecked 
fan club T-shirt. 

Ted Kaye unfurls the unofficial logo flag of Victoria, B.C.  
(the real flag uses the city’s coat of arms). 
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By Ted Kaye 

In a recent jaunt to Victoria, the   
provincial capital of B.C., a few flags 
and arms caught my eye. 

Some Flags and Arms in Victoria, B.C. 

The historic flag of the British colony 
of Vancouver Island (1849–1866) flies 

on a storefront downtown. 
The flag may never have existed.  

The Canadian Coast Guard Jack flies 
with the national flag over a Coast 

Guard base on Shoal Point. 

The arms of Canada occupy the center 
of Confederation Garden Court. 

In the Confederation Garden Court display, the later-addition 1999 “crest” of  
Nunavut puts the count at six on one side and seven on the other.  

L–R: Québec, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island,                 
Newfoundland, Northwest Territories, Nunavut.  

Confederation Garden Court displays the “crests” of Canada’s provinces and 
territories.  They appear in geographical order from west to east.   

Adjacent to British Columbia’s legislative assembly buildings, the court dates from 
the 1967 centennial of Canadian Confederation. 

 L–R: Yukon, British Columbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba, Ontario. 
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A Mashup Flag in Point Roberts 

The U.S. and Canadian flags combine in this mashup sold in  
Point Roberts, Washington, a U.S. enclave south of Canada. 

By Ted Kaye 

I recently visited the geographic 
anomaly of Point Roberts, a U.S.    
exclave near Vancouver, B.C. 

The 49th parallel constitutes the 
border between Canada and the 
U.S., with exceptions involving 
bodies of water.  When extended 
in 1846 to the Pacific coast, the 
border clipped a small British Co-
lumbia peninsula, placing its lower 
two miles in the United States. 

The 2 x 3 mile city has about 1,500 
residents and sells tax- and curren-
cy-advantaged groceries, liquor, 
cigarettes, and CBD to Canadians.  
All visitors, in and out,  cross a full 

international border and must carry 
passports. 

While Point Roberts does not (yet) 
have a flag, one available for sale 
combines the national flags of 
Canada and the U.S.  Its design 
strikes a positive balance between 
the key elements of the Maple Leaf 
Flag and the Stars and Stripes. 

Point Roberts, Washington. 

Mississippi vexillologist Clay Moss 
spotted a flag on eBay (above) and 
asked for help identifying it.  Tony 
Burton and John Cartledge (both 
VT quizmasters) and David Ott  
responded, each in his own way.  

John wrote:  The mystery is solved!  It is 
possible to arrive at this 
by deductive reasoning, 
viz.:  Tribands with red 
geometric forms in the 
hoist are characteristic  
of some Arab flags: 

As are central horizontal white stripes with 
green stars: 

  

But it is very rare to find 
blue on an Arab flag, the 
obvious exception being 
South Yemen: 

Whose capital was Aden: 

QED.  I don’t know what the blue      
signified (though I’m sure that there are 
vexillologists who do!).  The sea, perhaps?  

Aden had a typical 
badge-on-a-blue-ensign 
flag in its colonial era: 

Tony wrote:  Very similar to the State  
of Aden (part of Federation of South  
Arabia) which I saw flying there in     
September 1964 (in the middle of an    
anti-British insurrection). 

David simply reported:  This is the flag 
of the State of Aden between 1963 and 
1967, in what is now Yemen. 

Kudos to all our vexi-experts. 

Mystery Flag 
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organization.  We have never—
and will never—tolerate       
discrimination or bias for      
any reason.  We believe in    
acceptance, understanding,   
inclusion, and love. […] 

As a vocal stance against      
fascism, we began displaying 
banners with the Iron Front 
logo in 2017 (although some 
also made appearances as far 
back as 2011 and the USL days 
before that).  The Iron Front 
logo has stood as a symbol of 
the fight against persecution 
and fascism since World War II.  
Originally designed to symbol-
ize the resistance against Nazi 
rise, it now stands primarily for 
the fight against all oppression.  
With the recent rise in targeted 
attacks against so many 
groups—LBTGQ+, immi-
grants, women, religious 

Continued on next page 

By Scott Mainwaring 

For much of the 2019 Major 
League Soccer season, league    
officials engaged in a standoff with 
some of MLS’s most passionate 
fan groups over the league’s      
decision to ban display of what it 
deemed “political” flags, a ban  
targeting the anti-fascist “Iron 
Front” flag (and, more widely,   
emblem).  Having announced the 
ban on 1 March, MLS lifted the 
ban on 24 September in time for 
the post-season, following months 
of vociferous #AUnitedFront  
protests in stadiums across the 
league and particularly at Port-
land’s Providence Park by mem-
bers of the Timbers Army fan club. 

The Iron Front was an antifascist 
and anticommunist paramilitary 
arm of the German Social Demo-
cratic Party (SPD) during the 1930s 
Weimar Republic.  Its “Three    
Arrows” symbol was created in 
1932 by Sergei Chakhotin, a Rus-
sian Marxist and Pavlonian living 
in Germany, who said he was    
inspired by crossed-out swastikas 
he encountered while walking in 
Heidelberg.  Chakhotin stated his 
three arrows represented “unity, 
activity, and discipline” as well as 
the SDP, the trade unions, and the 
Reichsbanner (another SPD-
affiliated anti-extremist political 
group named after the black, red, 
and gold tricolor of the Weimar 
Republic). 

Following World War Two, the 
Three Arrow symbol became    
associated with a number of leftist 

The MLS Iron Front Flag Flap 

movements, with the meanings of 
the arrows changing as it travelled 
to other countries and other con-
texts.  For example, in the 1940s 
the Social Democratic Party of 
Austria said they represented the 
unity of industrial workers, farm 
workers, and intellectuals, while in 
the 2000s the Socialist Party USA 
said they represented direct action, 
education, and elections as means 
for enacting change.  

How did the Three Arrows end up 
on regular display in Providence 
Park?  In response to the ban, the 
107IST (107 Independent Support-
ers Trust), a non-profit supporting 
Portland’s men’s and women’s  
soccer fan clubs, explained: 

From the beginning, a core   
value of the Timbers Army, the 
Rose City Riveters, and the 
107IST has been that we are 
unquestionably and vocally an 
anti-fascist and anti-racist     

Iron Front flag on display in Providence Park.  Photo by Kris Lattimore. 
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groups, and more—and the 
presence of fascists in our    
stadiums, this symbol repre-
sents our firm stance of      
combating hatred in soccer, our 
communities, and our world. 
(from https://timbersarmy.org/
Blog/7367159) 

The fan groups insist that the 
Three Arrows symbol refers not  
to partisan politics, but to human 
rights.  In this respect, it is akin    
to the Rainbow Flag (a flag not 
deemed by the MLS as part of its 
“political” ban). 

The MLS saw the symbol differ-
ently—as the logo of a political 
movement, antifa.  Portland is 
home to the oldest antifa group in 
the US, Rose City Antifa, founded 
in  2007.  Starting in 2017 Portland 
antifascists gained significant     
media attention in their efforts, 
confrontational and sometimes 
violent, to counter outside fascist 
protesters who repeatedly descend-
ed on Portland looking to fight and 
intimidate the local population.  
Although Rose City Antifa does 
not use the Three Arrows in its 
official logo (which uses the black 
flag of anarchism alongside the red 

flag of socialism, another common 
antifa symbol), this Iron Front 
symbolism is a frequent feature    
of antifa protests in Portland and 
elsewhere.  (Even if Rose City   
Antifa were to officially represent 
itself with the Iron Front symbol, 
this would have no bearing on the 
antifa movement in general, which 
is a loose and heterogeneous     
collective of activists without an 
official structure or governance.) 

Though for the time being the 
MLS has backed down in the face 
of months of organized and em-
barrassing protests by some of its   
biggest fans, the question of what 
exactly the Iron Front flag symbol-
izes remains, and what symbols 
should and should not be allowed 
in sporting (and other public)   
venues.  As vexillologists well 
know, these questions are social, 
contextual, and often contentious, 
as flags and emblems travel 
through history and geography. 

A Timbers fan protesting the ban.  From The Washington Post. 

The cover of Chakhotin’s 1932 book 
Dreipfeil gegen Hakenkreuz (Three 

Arrows against the Swastika). 

The logo of Rose City Antifa. 

A banner depicting the Portlandia  
statue with the Three Arrows          
incorporated into her trident. 
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Veteran Michael Orelove stands in 
front of historical American flags at 
the 2019 Veterans Day breakfast at   

the Columbia Gorge Kiwanis Club in 
Corbett, Oregon. 

Willamette Heights neighbors of Ted 
Kaye exchanged houses with a couple 

from the Netherlands this summer.  
The house was flying a Catalan flag 
until Ted offered to loan the visitors 

the flag of their home country. 

 

The homeowners often fly the flag of 
Bahrain, where the husband was born 

to expatriate U.S. parents. 

Roundup 

Oregon flag Christmas greetings sent our way by Chris Maddish. 
Chris is famous in the flag world for his mashup flag designs and unusual point of 

view on flags. 

John Niggley’s work colleagues at 
Lam Research (semiconductors) know 

of his flag passion. 
They had T-shirts made up to surprise 

him on Halloween. 

 

 The shirts bear an image of John, the       
inscription “THE JOHN NIGGLEY 

FAN CLUB”, the John Paul Jones  
Serapis Flag, and the flag of the     

Portland Flag Association. 
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World Geography – Quiz Game 
By Mike Thomas 

Getting tired of playing Solitaire 
on my smartphone, my eye was 
caught by the “World Geography 
– Quiz Game” app from Atom 
Games, recommended in the Ger-
man magazine Android Welt of July 
this year. 

The app is free, and adverts are 
unobtrusive.  It asks you to identi-
fy countries from their outlines, 
their capitals, and flags (image 1). 
At the end of the round, pick one 
of 9 flags to receive an unpredicta-
ble bonus (image 2). 

I was stunned to find on the third 
screen of achievements (image 3) 
the category “Vexillologist”, with 
an appropriate high score! 

By Michael Orelove 

The 2019 U.S. quarter honoring 
American Memorial Park in the 
U.S. territory of the Northern  
Mariana Islands displays five flags 
on the reverse. 

The park was established in 1978 
on the island of Saipan as a living 
memorial honoring the sacrifices 
during the Marianas Campaign of 
World War II.  Its 133 acres keep 
alive the memory of the United 
States military personnel and local 
islanders who died in June 1944.  
5,204 names are inscribed on a  
memorial dedicated during the 
50th Anniversary of the Invasion 
of Saipan. 

It comprises recreational facilities, 
a World War II museum, and     
the flag monument.  There the 
American flag is displayed centered 
amid the Navy, Marine Corps,   
Army, and Coast Guard flags.  

The quarter, released in April, is 
the second for 2019 in the America 
the Beautiful Quarters® Program. 
The coin shows a young woman in 
traditional dress at the front of the 
Flag Circle and Court of Honor.   

5 Flags on a Quarter 

1. Example flag question. 

2. Example bonus question. 

3. Example achievement screen. 

By David Ferriday 

This cocktail (my invention)   
combines a “Manhattan” with an 
“Old Fashioned”: 
 Juice from 1/2 large lemon 
 1/2 tsp. sugar 
 1-1/2 oz. Sweet Vermouth 
 3 oz. Bourbon 

Dissolve sugar in lemon juice 
Pour all ingredients in a proper-
sized glass with ice. 
Mix thoroughly. 
Add Maraschino cherry (two if in 
Oregon) 
 
Serves one. 

“Big Apple Sour” Recipe 
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More Roundup 

In our last PFA meeting, David   
Ferriday displayed his “Flag of the 
Arts and Sciences”.  The symbolism 
of the flag is in the colors and the 
geometric forms.  Black, white, and 
the three primary colors are intended 
to reflect the world of the arts.     
The geometric forms (circle, triangle, 
square) are intended to represent   
the aims of science—to better     
understand the physical reality of  
our universe (see VT #66). 

His ideas echo an image from 1961, 
using the same shapes and colors.  
Independent invention rises again. 

Oregon City’s Betsy Ross: 
Joyce Gifford re-enacts the famous painting for a local friend/customer. 

The “Flag of the Arts and Sciences”  
by David Ferriday. 

DIMENSIONS 3 
Inspired by the 1961 Spring issue of 
Dimensions, a quarterly publication 

produced by the Lee Paper Company. 

Michael Riedel, a vexillologist in 
Billings, Montana, founded the 
“Catholic Dragons” in 2012 as “an 
order, an apostolate, a service or-
ganization”.  He recently designed 
a flag for the order and posed with 
his priest, Fr. Greg.  See https://

www.catholicdragons.org/. 
The Catholic Dragons flag. 
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What Was that Flag?  Answers to the last quiz 

By John Cartledge 

What’s that Flag? 

By Tony Burton 

These flags represent Canadian 
Universities. 

Congrats to solvers Tony Burton 
and Mike Thomas. 

Sherbrooke 

 Moncton 

Lethbridge 

Laval 

Carleton 

Name these flags and identify the 
theme connecting them. 

Answers in the next issue... 

Waterloo 

Victoria 
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Fans of the Portland Timbers MLS 
team often use the Portland flag in 

their symbolism. 

The PTFC Patch Patrol has collected 
a huge assortment of patches.  

https://patchpatrol.com 

The design above, by an unspcified 
artist in 2018, combines elements of 

the Portland flag—especially the    
hypocycloids—with the team name. 

Artist Ryan Radecki created this patch 
design in 2018: an MLS crest shape 

filled with the flag of Portland.  

Maria Pope, CEO of Portland General 
Electric (the largest electric utility in 
Oregon), speaks to the City Club of 

Portland in July.  Appropriately,     
behind her stand the flags of Oregon 

and Portland. 

Note the effectiveness of displaying 
the reverse of the Oregon flag, and the 

recognizability of the Portland flag 
even when hanging limp. 

The Vexilloid Tabloid , founded in 1999 by the late John Hood, is published bi-monthly by and for                                
the Portland Flag Association—Portland, Oregon, U.S.A.  Find back issues at www.portlandflag.org. 

January Meeting 

The next meeting of the Portland 
Flag Association will be at 7 PM, 
Thursday, 9 January 2020, at Mike 
Hale’s new home:  4384 SW 103rd 
Ave., Beaverton, OR 97005. 

See the map at right. 

We look forward to seeing those   
of you who have missed recent 
meetings and engaging in provoca-
tive flag-related discussion.     
Newcomers are welcome! 

If you can’t get to the meeting,   
perhaps you can give the editor 
something to share with readers. 

Portland Flag Miscellany 

An Iron Front  
logo (see p. 6)

appears over       
Cascadia flag   

colors on a 
2019 patch by 
Travis Glenn  
Blankenship.  


